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RNA interference (RNAi)-based approaches have greatly contributed to better understanding of gene expression and 
function in vitro. The capability to apply these strategies in vivo in order to validate the role of specific genes in normal or 

pathological conditions, and to induce therapeutic gene silencing, opened new avenues for utilizing RNAi as a novel therapeutic 
modality. However, the translation of RNAi from an effective genomic tool into a novel therapeutic modality has been hindered 
by the difficulty to deliver RNAi molecules into their target tissues by systemic administration, especially to hematopoietic 
cells. In this presentation, author will describe some of the challenges and opportunities in modulating leukocytes response 
using RNAi and discuss adverse effects such as immuno-toxicity. Special emphasize will be made on delivery strategies that 
target subsets of leukocytes such as the integrin-targeted and stabilized nanoparticles platform and the gagomers and detailed 
examples from inflammatory bowel diseases, viral infection and blood cancers. Personalized nanomedicine has the power of 
combining nanomedicine with clinical and molecular biomarkers (“OMICS” data) achieving improve prognosis and disease 
management as well as individualized drug selection and dosage profiling to ensure maximum efficacy and safety. In this 
presentation, author will also illustrate the detailed aspects of personalized nanomedicine both from the drug and the carrier 
standpoint.
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